Torre Reforma

Facts

**Official Name**  Torre Reforma
**Structure Type**  Building
**Status**  Completed
**Country**  Mexico
**City**  Mexico City
**Street Address & Map**  Paseo de la Reforma 483
**Postal Code**  06500
**Building Function**  Office
**Structural Material**  Composite
  - Core: Reinforced Concrete
  - Columns: Steel
  - Floor Spanning: Steel

**Energy Label**  LEED Platinum BD+C: Core and Shell
**Proposed**  2007
**Construction Start**  2009
**Completion**  2016
**Official Website**  Torre Reforma

**Rankings**
- **Global Ranking**  #471 Tallest in the World
- **Regional Ranking**  #75 Tallest in North America
- **National Ranking**  #2 Tallest in Mexico
- **City Ranking**  #1 Tallest in Mexico City

**Companies Involved**

**Owner/Developer**  Fondo Hexa, S.A. de C.V.
**Architect**  LBR&A Arquitectos
**Structural Engineer**  Arup
  - Design
  - Engineer of Record: Diseño Integral y Tecnología Aplicada SA de CV
**MEP Engineer**  Arup
  - Design
  - Engineer of Record: DYPRO; Garza Maldonado y Asociados; Honeywell; Uribe Ingenieros
**Project Manager**  Lend Lease
**Main Contractor**  Lomcci; COREY; Cimentaciones Mexicanas, S.A. de C.V.; HEG Diseño e instalacion S.A. de C.V.
**Other Consultant**
  - Access: ERN
  - Acoustics: Arup
  - Façade: Arup
  - Fire: Arup
  - Geotechnical: Arup
  - LEED: G4
  - Sustainability: Arup
  - Traffic: Arup
  - Vertical Transportation: Softec, S.C.
  - Wind: Van Deusen & Associates
  - Access: Arup; TGC
  - Acoustics: CÍVITA
  - Façade: Arup
  - Fire: Arup
  - Geotechnical: Arup
  - LEED: Arup
  - Sustainability: Arup
  - Traffic: Softec, S.C.
  - Vertical Transportation: Van Deusen & Associates
  - Wind: Alan G. Davenport Wind Engineering Group; University of Western Ontario

**Material Supplier**
- Concrete: CEMEX
- Elevator: Schindler; WOEHR + APS Auto Parking Systems
CTBUH Initiatives

CTBUH Releases Year in Review: Tall Trends of 2016
10 Jan 2017 – CTBUH News Report

CTBUH Names Tall Building Award Winners and Finalists
22 Jun 2016 – Awards Event

Research Papers

Highest Special-Purpose Spaces
29 Jul 2019 – CTBUH Journal Issue III

Case Study: Torre Reforma, Mexico City

Year in Review: Tall Trends of 2016
10 Jan 2017 – CTBUH Journal, 2017 Issue I

More Papers ➔

CTBUH Awards

Best Tall Building Americas 2016 Award of Excellence
CTBUH Awards 2016

Videos

Interview: Torre Reforma
3 Nov 2016 – Benjamin Romano, LBR&A Architectos

Vernacular Architecture in the Context of Mexico’s Tallest Building: Torre Reforma
3 Nov 2016 – Benjamin Romano, LBR&A Architectos

Evolving Structural Solutions: A Third Way
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